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ERROR RESILIICNT METHOD AND
APPARATUS FOR ENTROPY CODING

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates generally to methods and
apparatus for compressing and decompres.-sing data by
entropy encoding and decoding and, more particularly, to
error resilient methods and apparatus for entropy encoding
and decoding. The present invention further relates to the
application of said error resilient entropy coding methods
and apparatus to image compression.

HA(.‘KGR()Ul'*lD OF THE INVENTION

In order to transmit data over channels with limited

throughput rates or to store data in limited memory space. it
is frequently necessary to compress the data so as to repre-
sent the data with fewer bits. Upon receiving or retrieving
the compressed data, the data may be decornpressed to
recover the original data or an approximation thereof.

Compression and decompression techniques are com-
monly applied to imagery data in order to reduce otherwise
massive transmission and storage requirements. By way of
example, a single monochrome image is typically formed by
an array of -pixels, such as a 512x512 array of pixels. In
addition, the intensity level of each pixel is generally
assigned 2| nurnetic value between 0 and 255 which is
digitally represented by an 8 hit pattern. Therefore, the
digital representation of such a monochrome image requires
approximately 2 million hits of data. As a further example,
a typical digital color video fooznat is the Common Inter-
mediate Format (CIF) having a resolution of 3t':(]x2»S8. This
color video format includes three color components which
are each represented as an array of pixels which are dis-
played at a rate of 30 frames per second. The three color
components are an intensity component at full resolution
(3(:U><288) and two ehrominance components at half reso-
lution (18(l><l44) each. Thus, the total throughput require-
ment for CIF is about 37 million hits per second. Thus, the
transmission ofnncompressed digital imagery requires rela-
tively high throughput rates or, alternatively, relatively long
transmission times. Likewise, the storage of digital imagery
requires relatively large memory or storage devices.

In order to reduce the storage and transmission require-
ments for image processing applications, a variety of image
compression techniques have been developed. Substantial
compression of imagery is possible due to the statistical
redundancy typically found in image data. Such redundancy
takes several fcrrns, namely, spatial redundancy due to
correlation between spatially proximate pixels, temporal
redundancy due to correlation between successive frames in
an image sequence, and spectral redundancy between the
color planes or bands of rnultispectral images.

Image compression techniques attempt to reduce the
volume of data by removing these redundancies. Image
compression techniques fall into two broad categories:
“losslcss” and “lossy". Witt) lossless image compression, a
reconstructed image is guaranteed to be identical to the
original image. Unfortunately, lossless approaches can pro-
vide only a very limited amount of compression (typically
less than 3:l). In contrast, lossy techniques achieve higher
compression ratios by allowing some of the visual informa-
tion to be removed, thereby resulting in a difference or
distortion between the original image and the reconstructed
image. To minimize the perceived or subjective distortion of
the reconstntcted image, the removal of information should
ideally take into account the characteristics of the human

‘Jl
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visual system (IIVS). Since subjective distortion is dillicult
to characterize quantitatively, however, numerical measures
of distortion are commonly used with the most popular
measure being RMS error, i.e., the square root of the mean
squared pixei intensity dillerences between the original and
reconstructed images. In general, higher compression ratios
can be achieved by tolerating higher distortion. Finally, if the
distortion from a lossy compression process is not visually
apparent under normal viewing conditions, the compression
is termed a "visually lossalcss” image compression.

A common approach to image compression, called
transform-based compression or transform coding, involves
three primary steps, namely, a transforni step, a quantization
step, and an encoding step. See, for example, an article
entitled “iligh-Resolution Still Picture Compression” by M.
V. Wiclrerhauser dated Apr. 19, i992 which is available on
the Internet as "hLlp:.v’/wuarchive.wustl.etltlfdocrtechreportsf
wustledujm athfpapersfdsp.ps.Z". As described in US. Pat.
No. 5,014,134 to Wayne M. Lawton, et at. and US. Pat. No.
4,817,182 to Adelson, et ‘.11., an invertible transforrn decom-
poses the original image data into a weighted sum of simple
building blocks, called basis functions. such as sinusoids or
wavelet functions. Accordingly, a number of image trans-
forms have been developed, including the Fourier transform,
the discrete cosine transform and the wavelet transform. If

the basis functions have sufficient oorrcsporidence to the
correlation structure of the imagery to be compressed, must
of the energy (or infomiation) in the image will be concen-
trated into relatively few of the transform coelficients with
correspondingly large coelficient values. Consequently.
most of the remaining transform coefficients will have small
or zero eoeflicicnt values.

The wavelet transform decorrelates the image data at
multiple resolutions by use of basis functions which are
dilations and translations ol'a single prototype function. The
prototype basis function is a bandpass filter called a
"wavelet"’, so named because the filter is both oscillatory and
spatially localized. The translations and dilutions of the
prototype wavelet yield a set of basis functions which
produce a signal or image decomposition localized in posi-
tion and resolution, respectively.

As known to those skilled in the art, the wavelet transform
can be effieicntly computed using a fast discrete algorithm,
called the Fast Wavelet Transform which recursively
applies the wavelet filter and a companion lowpass tiller
called a “scaling" litter. For a single iteration of the FWT
applied to a one-dimensional signal, the wavelet and scaling
filters are convolved against the signal, followed by a
decirnation by two. This process splits the signal into a low
resolution approximation signal (extracted by the scaling
filter) and a high resolution detail signal (extracted by the
wavelet filter). By recursively applying the wavelet filter and
the scaling lilter to the low resolution approximation signal
generated by the prior iteration of the PVVT, a multiresolu-
tion decomposition ofthe original signal is produced which
consists ofthe detail signals at various resolutions and a linal
low resolution approximation signal.

The wavelet transform can be easily extended to two-
dirnentsional imagery by separately filtering the rows and
columns and by iteratively processing the lowpass approxi-
mation image. lhis wavelet transform is equivalent to
decomposing the image in terms of basis functions which
are 2-1) tensor products of the l—l) wavelet and scaling
filters. See, for example, in US. Pat. Nos. 5,tll.4,l34 and
4,817,182, the contents of which are expressly incorporated
by reference herein. See also Oliver Rioul, et al., "Wavelets
and Signal Processing”, IEEE Signal Processing Magazine,
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pp. i4—38 (October 1991); Bjorn Jawerth, et al., “An Over-
view of Wavelet-Based Multi-Resolution Analyses", SIAM
Review, Vol. 36, No. 3, pp. 377-412 (1994); and Michael L.
Hilton, et al., "Compressing Still and Moving Images with
Wavelets", Multimedia Systems, Vol. 2, No. 3 (1994) for
further descriptions of the wavelet transform.

Once the image data has been transformed, the compres-
sion algorithm then proceeds to quantize and encode the
transform coefficients which are generated by the wavelet
transform. The quantization step discards some of the image
content by approximating the coeflicicnt values. As known
to those skilled in the art, a quantization is a mapping from
many (or a continuum) of input values to a smaller, finite
number of output levels. The quantization step divides the
range of input values by a set of thresholds 5,1,, i=0, . . . ,
N—l} and maps an input value falling within the interval (t,,
t,-,_,] to the output value represented by the discrete symbol
or variable i. (Iorrcsponrlingly, dcquantization ("used to
recover approximate eoellicicnt values during
decompression) maps the discrete variable i to El recon-
structed value r,- which lies in the same interval, l.t-.’.,(l,-,l,-+1].
For minimum mean squared error. the reconstructed value
should correspond to the mean of those coefficient values
falling within the interval, but, in practice, a reconstruction
value at the center of the interval is often used. Further,
scalar quantization maps a single scalar value to a single
discrete variable, whereas vector quantization jointly maps
a plurality (or vector) of M values to each discrete variable.

While the quantized cocflicicnl values have reduced
precision, they also can be represented with fewer bits, thus
allowing higher compression at the expense ofdistortion in
the reconstructed image. This image distortion is referred to
as quantization error and accounts for all of the distortion
inherent in lossy compression schemes. Thus, the quantiza-
tion step is omitted for lossless compression approaches.

As known to those skilled in the art, a variety of factors
contribute to the choice of the actual quantizaitiorl intervals,
such as the desired compression ratio, the statistical distri-
bution of the coefficient values, the manner in which the
quantized coefficient values will be encoded, and the dis-
tortion metric used to measure image degradation. When the
quantized coefficients will be entmpy—coded, mean squared
error can be (approximately) minimized by using uniform
quantization intervals. See R. C. Wood, "On Optimum
Quantization", IEEE Transactions on lnl.'on'nation Theory,
Vhl. 15, pp. 248432 (1969). In the absence of entropy
coding, the mean squared error is minimized by choosing
nonuniform quantization intervals in accordance with the
l.loyd—Max algorithm as described in S. I’. Lloyd, “Least
Squares Quantization in PCM”, Bell Lab. Memo. [luly
1957), reprinted in IEEE Transactions on Information
Theory, Vol. 3, pp. 129-37 (1982), and also in J. Max,
"Quantizing for Minimum Distortion”, IRE Transactions on
Information Theory, Vol. 6, pp. 7—12 (1960).

Due to the decorrelating properties of the wavelet
transform, the distribution of transform eocfiicicnt values is
typically sharply peaked at zero. This type of coefficient
distribution results in a preponderance of eoctiicieots falling
into the quanti‘/.ation interval at the origin, i.e., the quanti-
zation interval centered on the value of zero. Due to the

preponderance of coelficients near zero, more efiicient com-
pression performance can be achieved by treating the quan-
tization interval at the origin separately. In particular, the
overall coding efficiency may be increased by using a larger
quantization interval around the origin, often called a “dead
zone”. In one preferred embodiment, the dead zone interval
is twice as large as the adjacent intervals. The dead mm: is
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centered about the origin with a reconstruction value exactly
equal to zero to prevent artifacts resulting from the use of
nonzero reconstruction values for the many coefficients
close to zero. The magnitude of the positive and negative
bounds of the dead zone is often temied the “clipping
threshold" because all coellicierlus whose magnitudes fall
below this threshold are “clipped" to 'r'.01'(). In addition, those
coetfficients whose magnitudes exceed the clipping threshold
are termed "signi.tieant” coeflicierits, while those eoefilcients
whose values lie below the threshoid are termed “insignili—
cant" coellicients.

Because most of the cocfficicnts produced by the trans-
form have small magnitudes or are equal to zero, the
quantization process typically results in the majority of the
eocfiicients being deemed insignificant, while only rela-
tively few of the quantized coeificients have magnitudes
exceeding the clipping threshold which are deemed signifi-
cant. Thus, as indicated above, it is ttdvarltageous to treat the
significant coelficients separately from the insignificant
coeflieients.

In one preferred embodiment, this separate treatment is
accomplished by separately indicating the positions and the
quantized values of the significant coefiicients. To achieve
further compression, the quantized values of the significant
eocfiicicnts may then be entropy coded using a technique
known to those skilled in the art, such as Huffman coding or
arithmetic coding. In addition, the positions of the signifi-
cant coellicients can be represented using one of a variety of
conventional approaches, such as tree structures, coelficient
maps, or run length coding. In one preferred embodiment,
the positions of the significant ooeificients are represented
by means of run lengths of consecutively occurring insig-
nificant coetficicnts. The resulting position representation
may then be entropy coded to obtain additional compres-
sion.

As known to those skilled in the art, entropy coding
reduces the number of bits required to represent a data set by
using variable length coding in a manner which exploits the
statistical probabilities of various symbols in the data set.
For example, entropy coding assigns shorter code words to
those symbols which occur frequently, while longer code
words are assigned to those symbols which occur less
Frequently. A number of different entropy coding approaches
have been developed inciuding Huffman coding which rep-
resents the data symbols using code words that each have a
length consisting of an integer number ofbits, and arithmetic
coding which is capable of producing code words whose
length is a fractional number of bits. Entropy coding is
completely reversible so that no additional distortion is
introduced beyond that due to the quantization process.

The assignment of code words for entropy coding is
typically governed by means of a codebook which must be
known to both the encoder and decoder. If the statistics of
the data sets to be encoded are unstable or unknown, then the
codebook itself or the statistics from which the codebook

may be generated must be transmitted along with the
entropy encoded data. In this event, any such coclehook or
statistics which must be transmitted to the decoder is

referred to as "side information”. A significant issue in the
design of entropy coding schemes is the reduction of side
information. In many cases, it is beneficial to estimate and
transmit as side information only an approximation of the
symbol statistics because the resulting reduction in side
information may outweigh any loss of coding ellicicncy
resulting from the approximation of the symbol statistics.

Once an image is compressed, the compressed image is
typically trarlsmitted over a communications link or stored
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in a medium, such as a magnetic disk. In this context, the
communications or storage medium is referred to as the
“channel”. A digital data set, such as a compressed image,
conveyed through such a channel is subject to corruption of
some of the hits, thereby creating erroneous hit values. The
rate at which erroneous hit values occur is termed the bit
error rate (BER) of the channel. If the BER is sulliciently
low, the incidence of errors is infrequent and may safely be
ignored. For higher BERS, however, additional measures
must be employed to maintain the integrity of the data. One
approach known as Automatic Repeat reQuest (ARQ) is to
use communications protocols which provide mechanisms
for detecting errors and repeatedly transmitting corrupted
data packets.

However, for continuous streams of data or for channels
with high BERS, the delays due to retransmission and
protocol handshaking required by ARQ may be unaccept-
able.

As known to those skilled in the art, another approach
uses channel coding (also called forward error coding

which further encodes the data so that channel errors
may be detected and, in some instances, corrected with high
probability. Channel coding can detect and correct some bit
errors by adding redundancy to the data in a controlled
fashion. The effectiveness of channel coding is related to the
amount of redundancy employed. By adding more
redundancy, channel coding can effectively detect and cor-
rect a higher level of errors. The downside of channel coding
is that the redundancy introduced can consume a significant
percentage of the channel bandwidth (typically in the range
of 10% to 90% of the channel bandwidth depending on the
level of error detection and correction required).

As known to those skilled in the art, one variant of
channel coding uses an approach called Unequal Error
Protection (UEP) which separates a data set into several
subsets and provides different levels of error protection for
each subset by varying the amount of redundancy for each
subset. The rationale for UEP is that dillerent subsets of a

data set may vary in importance. The most important data
may require correction of virtually all bit errors, whereas
some higher level of bit errors may be acceptable in less
important data. By providing lower levels of protection to
the less important subsets of the data, the amount of redun-
dancy added by the channel coding can be reduced, and
channel bandwidth may correspondingly be conserved.

An unfortunate consequence of data compression is the
increased susceptibility of the compressed data to channel
errors. For uncompressed image data, the ellects of bit errors
are localized to the allected pixcl(s) and are manifested as
“salt and pepper" noise. On the other hand, image compres-
sion algorithms concentrate the information or energy of an
image into fewer hits so that the elfects of even a single bit
error can be fzu--reaching. The susceptibility of the com-
pressed data to channel errors and the resultanteffects on the
reconstructed data depend on the manner in which the data
was compressed and the particular hills) which isfare cor-
rupted.

For example, a bit error which causes a transform coef-
ficient value to be misdccoded introduces a noise artifact in

the reconstructed image consisting of the corresponding
basis function scaled according to the magnitude of the error
on the misdecoded coefficient. Such artifacts may he toler-
able beeausc the image noise associated with a few per-
turbed basis functions is often not sufiicient to severely
hamper the recognition of image content. If the coellicient
magnitudes are encoded differentially, however, the effects
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of such an error may persist for all coeflicients which are
dependent on the misdecoded eoeffieicnt. In this case, the
resulting artifact will be an undesirable streak across the
reconstructed image.

As previously mentioned, the positions of the significant
coefficients are commonly represented using tree structures,
coefiicient maps or run length coding. Such representations
often represent the position of a given coefficient relative to
a previously designated coefficieiit position. Thus, a bit error
which causes the position of a significant coellicient value to
be misdecoded can also introduce errors in the positions of
succeeding eocfilcients. In other words, the image content
associated with the corrupted coefficient positions is mis-
placed within the reconstructed image, thereby producing an
elleet called “tearing" characterized by a displacement of a
portion of the image which is sometimes catastrophic.

A bit error on entropy-coded data can, due to the variable
length of the code words, cause a loss of code word
synchronization which may persist for all succeeding data,
thereby resulting in catastrophic eifecls on a reconstructed
image. Because bit errors on compressed data can result in
a variety of catastrophic effects as described above, it is
imperative that some form of error protection be provided
for compressed data which will be transmitted through a
noisy channel. However, such error protection increases the
amount of information which must be transmitted over the
noisy channel, thereby decreasing the ellicieucy or speed at
which the compressed data is transmitted as described
above.

SUMMARY OF '11-[E INVENTION

It is therefore an object of the present invention to provide
an improved error resilient method and apparatus for
entropy coding of data which can utilize unequal error
protection techniques of channel coding.

It is another object of the present invention to provide an
error resilient method and apparatus which isolates the
clfccts of a bit error to a single code word and which
constrains the resulting error on the decoded value such that
a misdeooded value falls within a constrained or limited
interval about the correct value.

It is a further object of the present invention to provide an
improved method and apparatus for image compression
which utilizes error resilient entropy coding which, in turn,
can utilize unequal error protection techniques of channel
coding.

These and other objects are provided, according to the
present invention, by an error resilient method and apparatus
for entropy coding of data which includes code word gen-
erating means for generating a plurality of code words
representative of respective items in the data set. Each code
word has two portions which we shall hereafter refer to as
"iields”, namely, a first or prefix field which is susceptible to
bit errors, and an associated second or sutfix field which is
resilient to bit errors. As explained hereinafter, the code
words can be generated such that a bit error in the prefix field
of a code word could result in a potential loss of code word
synchronization, while a bit error in the sullix lield ofa Code
word shall only elfect that particular code word. In
particular, the code words can be generated such that a bit
error in the su flix field of a code word will not result in a loss

of oode word synchronization, but the resulting misdecoded
value shall, instead, fall within a predetermined interval
about the correct value. Thus, according to the present
invention, the error resilient method and apparatus for
entropy coding of data shall be suitable for use with unequal
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error protection means such that the prefix fields are channel
encoded with a relatively higher level of error protection and
the sufiix fields are channel encoded with a relatively lower
level of error protection, if any at all.

According to one embodiment, the code word generating
means includes prefix generating means and sufix generat-
ing means for generating the prefix and suiiix fields of each
code word, respectively. In particular, the prefix field
includes information representative ofa predetermined char-
acteristic of the associated suflix field. Preferably, each
prefix field includes information representative of the pre-
determined number of characters, such as bits, which form
the associated sutlix field of the code word. In addition, each
snliix field includes infom1atior1 representative of respective
portions of the original data. Each sutffix field is also formed
of a specific number of characters with the specific nurnher
designated by the associated prefix tield of the code word.
Consequently, even though the sufix fields are not error
protected or are only provided with a relatively low level of
error protection, the method and apparatus of the present
invention can correctly tlctenrtinc the length of the sutlix
field of a code word even if there should be of one or more

bit errors within the said suffix field, provided that the
associated prefix tield is decoded correctly, i.e., without the
occurrence of a bit error. Accordingly, in order to provide a
high probability that the prefix field is decoded correctly, the
method and apparatus of the present invention preferably
channel encodes the prefix field with a relatively high level
of error protection.

In instances in which the encoded data is to be stored in

a storage medium subject to bit errors, the respective prefix
fields ofthc plurality of code words can be provided with an
appropriately high level of error protection by storing the
prefix fields in a first data block of a storage medium which
is atlorded an appropriately high level of error protection. In
order to reduce the storage requirements, the sullix fields
associated with the respective prefix fields can be stored in
a second data block of the storage medium which is aiforded
a relatively lower levei of error protection or no error
protection. Alternatively, in instances in which the encoded
data is to be transmitted over a transmission medium subject
to bit errors, the respective prefix fields of the plurality of
code words can be transmitted over :1 first data link, such as
by a first data linlt transmitting means. Likewise, the suffix
fields associated with the respective prefix fields can be
transmitted over a second data link, such as by a second data
link transmitting means. According to the present invention,
the first data link is preferably afforded an appropriately high
level of error protection. However, the method and apparatus
of the present invention can reduce the data link bandwidth
requirements by afiording the second data link a relatively
lower level of error protection or no error protection.

The error resilient method and apparatus for encoding
data of the present invention can form a portion of an error
resilient method and apparatus for compressing data.
According to this embodiment, the error resilient method
and apparatus for compressing data also includes a data
transfonner for transforming the original data based upon a
predetermined transfonnation function. For example, the
data. can be transformed based upon a wavelet transform,
and, more preferably, a hiorthogonal wavelet transform.

The error resilient method and apparatus for compressing
data also includes a data quantize: for quantizing the trans-
formed data such that the quantized data has fewer unique
data values or coefiicients than the transformed data. During
subsequent decorttpression, a dequantizer can, at least in
part, reverse the quantization process by mapping the quan-
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8

tized data to reconstructed values which approximate the
original data values.

The statistics of the quantized coeflicients can be charac-
terized using a ‘‘histogram'’ which is a discrete distribution
consisting of a number of individual “bin5", each of which
represent the frequency or probability of occurrence of a
quantirred coelficicnt value. In other words, each bin is
associated with a particular quantizatitrn interval which has
as its frequency a count of the number of occurrences of
coefficients whose values fall within the associated quanti-
zation interval.

According to one advantageous embodiment of the error
resilient method and apparatus for encoding, data of the
present invention, the prefix field ofeach code word includes
information representative of the number of bits K which
form the associated sufiix field of the code Word.

Fttrlhertnore, the prefix field can also include inioltuatiorl
representative of a specific set of 2” consecutive histogram
bins of the quantized coeflicient histogram which are, in
turn, associated with a corresponding set of 2'‘ consecutive
quantized coetlicient values. The 2” possible values for the
associated K bit suffix field wiil each be associated by
one-to-one correspondence with the 2K consecutive bins
which are designated by the associated prefix field. to
aggregate, the prefix and suflix field of each code word shall
together include lIl.f(Jt‘l'l'h'l[lt')l1 representative of a specific
symbol associated with a specific bin of the quantized
coefiicient histogram.

In other words, the prefix field includes the information
representative of a set of consecutive quantized coefficient
values while the suffix field includes the information repre-
sentative of a specific coefficient value among the set
designated by the prefix field. Thus, if the prefix field of a
code word is decoded correctly, ie., without the occurrence
ofa bit error, the length of the associated sttllix held and the
range of consecutive coelliciertt values which may be rep-
resented by tbe associated Sufi): field will have been deter-
mined. As a result. the efifects of one or more bit errors on
the sullix field will be isolated to a specific code word,
thereby limiting such errors to it misdecoded mefilcient
value. which is constrained to that range of values deter-
mined by the prefix field. Accordingly, the error resilient
method anti apparatus for encoding data according to the
present invention eflfeetively reduces, if not prevents, cata-
strophic errors in an efiileient manner.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of an error resilient data
compression apparatus, including an error resilient data
encoder, according to one embodiment of the present inven-
tion.

FIG. 2 is a fiow chart illustrating operations for com-
pressing data, including operations for encoding data,
according to one embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 3 illustrates the decomposition of an original image
into a plurality of higher resolution detail images and one
lower resolution approximation image.

FIG. 4 is a How chart illustrating operations for quantiziog
the transformed data according to one embodiment of the
present invention.

I-‘JG. SA is a sample distribution of wavelet transform
coetlieient values.

FIG. 5B is H. histogram illustrating the relative frequency
of occurrence of exemplary quantized data values.

FIG. 6 illustrates a storage medittrn partitioned into first
and second data blocks for storing the prefix and sufiix
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fields, respectively, of the code words generated according
to the method and apparatus of one embodiment of the
present invention.

FIG. 7' is a llow chart illustrating operations for decom-
pressing data which has been encoded according to one
embodiment of the present invention.

Dl:"l'AILI:'D Dl:'SCRll"l'lON OF Tl-IE
PREFERRED EMBODIMENT

The present invention will now he described more fully
hereinafter with reference to the accompanying drawings, in
which a preferred embodiment of the invention is shown.
This invention may, however, be embodied in many di|1'erent
forms and should not be construed as limited to the embodi-

ments set forth herein; rather, this embodiment is provided
so that this disclosure will be thorough and complete and
will fully convey the scope of the invention to those skilled
in the art. like numbers refer to like elements throughout.

According to the present invention, an error resilient
method and apparatus for encoding data is provided. As
illustrated in FIG. 1, the error resilient method and apparatus
for encoding data can form one portion of a method and
apparatus 10 for compressing data which is thereinafter
stored andfor transmitted. However, the error resilient
method and apparatus for encoding data can be employed in
other applications, including applications in which the data
has not been transformed and quantized as shown in FIG. 1
and described hereinafter, without departing from the spirit
and scope of the present invention.

According to the present invention as shown in FIG. 1
and, in more detail, in block 30 of FIG. 2, the original data
is initially transforrned, such as by a data transformer 12. In
one particularly useful application, the original data is a
monochromatic image formed by an array of pixels, such as
a 512x480 array of pixels, each of which has a gray level
which can be digitally represented, such as by an 8-bit
binary representation. However, the method and apparatus
of the present invention can encode other types of data
without departing from the spirit and scope of the present
invention.

As known to those skilled in the art, the original data can
be transformed based upon a one of a number of predeter-
mined transforms, each of which describes the signal in
terms of a set of functions called basis functions, such as
cosine functions or complex exponentials (general
sinusoids). However, one particularly advantageous trans-
form is a wavelet transform and, more particularly, a biot-
thogonal wavelet transform which represents 21 function in
terms of biorthogunal wavelets as described in A. Cohen,
"Biorthogonal Wavelets", Wavel-ets—A Ittrorial in ilieorgv
and Applfcaiiorts, C. K. Chui (ed.) (i992).

As known to those skilled in the art, a wavelet transform
filters a signal using a pair of digital filters, typically referred
to as a scaling filter and a wavelet filter. The scaling filter is
a lowpass filter which generates a lower frequency approxi-
mation signal. In contrast, the wavelet filter is a higl'J—pass
filter which extracts a higher frequency detail signal.
Because the filters split the inforrnation of the original signal
into two frequency bands, the filtered signals can be
subsampled, i.e.,_evcry other data point may be discarded,
without losing information. By recursively applying the
scaling filter and wavelet filter to the approximation signal
of the prior iteration, the original signal can be decomposed
into multiple resolutions.

The wavelet transform can be easily extendecl to two-
dimensional imagery hy separately filtering the rows and
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10
columns of the 2-D image. This process is equivalent to
filtering the image using a set of four 2-I) filters which are
2-1) tensor products of the l-D scaling and wavelet filters.
This filtering in 2-D produces four subband images, namely,
an approximation image resulting from lowpass filtering by
the scaling filter in both dimensions and three detail images
resulting from highpass filtering in at least one dimension.
By recursively applying the scaling filter and wavelet filter
to the approximation image of the prior iteration, the original
2-D image can be decomposed into multiple resolutions.

By way of example, FIG. 3 depicts the results of the
filtering process after each of three iterations. At each
iteration, the resulting approximation image is shown in
white and the three detail images are shaded. As shown, the
lirst iteration decomposes the original image 72 into four
subband images 74-77 at a fine scale or resolution which
shall be referred to as scale 1 for purposes of iliustration. 'lhe
second iteration clecornposes the approximation image 74
from scale 1 into [our suhbanct images 80-83 at the next
coarsest scale which shall be referred to as scale 2. The third
iteration repeats the process, thereby decomposing the
approximation image 80 from scale 2 into four subband
images 84-87 at scale 3. The process is typically iterated to
a very coarse scale at which the subband images are very
small, c.g., on the order of 8x8. The resulting multircsoiu—
lion wavelet decomposition of the original image 72 is
typically decorrelated such that redundancies, such as spatial
redundancies, within the original data can be exploited
during the oornpression process. See U.S. Pat. No. 5,014,134
for a further description of an exemplary wavelet transfor-
mation proccss. For convenience, the elements of the vari-
ous component images are hereafter referred to as pixels,
even though these elements are not true picture elements, but
are coefticients of the transformed image.

While a number of wavelet and scaling filters have been
developed to deeorrelate image data, the data transformer 12
of the present invention preferably includes biorthogonal
scaling and wavelet filters having lengths of 5 and 3,
respectively; 9 and 3, respectively or 2 and 6, respectively.
For example, :1 digital scaling filter of length 5 can be
represented by the following coefiicients:

:c|ta

I

:.cl»—.
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_ ?

white the digital wavelet filter of length 3 can he represented
by the following cocllicients:

L4 A4
iiito

During the transformation process, the original image
data is convolved with the scaling and wavelet filters to
create the approximation and detail images, respectively. For
the exemplary filter pairs defined by the above-listed
cocfiieicnts, the convolution of a row or column of the image
data with the scaling filter can be implemented as follows:

2101') :—% ir['_?J1— 1'; + % 1(’ln} +
L

5 Z l

?.r(2n+l)+?x(2n+2)—?x(1’.n+3)

wherein x(n) is a discrete signal representative of gray level
of the pixels being convolved, a(n) is an approximation
coeliicient resulting from the convolution, and n is an index
or pointer into the various pixels within a row or column of
the image array or into the resulting array of approximation
coellicients.
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Similarly, the convolution of a row or column of image
data with the wavelet filter can be implemented as follows:

a(u)=——i rm f t)+% ’v(?.nJ—% ,t('2u+ 1;

wherein d[n) is a detail coefficient resulting from the con-volution.

For computational efliciency, the convolution oi the
image data with the wavelet lilter can be initially perforrnecl
and the result d(n) can be utilized in the convolution of the
image data with the scaling filter as follows:

n(Jij =% d[nj +,r(2ir + I) ++ d(i:+ l;

While exemplary cocfiicicnts defining the digital wavelet
and sealing filters are provided above and utilized in the
above equations, a variety of wavelet and scaling filters can
be employed without departing from the spirit and scope oi‘
the present invention.

As known to those skilled in the art, the scaling and
wavelet lilters are typically convolved with the array of
pixels on a row-by-row basis, followed by a convolution of
the scaling and wavelet filters with the array of pixels on a
colun1n—by—oolumn basis. As described above, the scaling
and wavelet filters are recursively applied to the approxi-
mation image of the prior iteration to decompose the image
data into multiple resolutions.

Following the transform, the original image 72 is repre-
sented by a number of detail images 75-77, 81-83 and
85-89 of varying resolution and one approximation image
34 at the coarsest resolution. As Shown in FIG. 3, each of
these images is comprised of an individual array of pixels
which loops :1 portion of an overall array ol‘ pixels 42.

The transformed data is then quantized, such as by a data
quantizer 14, such that the quantized data has fewer unique
data values or coellicierlts than the transformed data, as
shown in block 34 of FIG. 2. As known to those skilled in

the art, a quantizer maps from many {or a continuum) of
input values to a smaller, linite number of output levels. The
(.]1li1TtilZ/St divides the range of input values by a set of
thresholds ~{t,-, i=0, . . . , N—1}. The quantizer then maps an
input value falling into an interval (I, t,,,] to an output level
designated by the discrete symbol i. During decompression,
a dequanlizcr which is designed to recover approxirnatc
coefticient values of the transformed data can map the
discrete symbol i to rt reconstructed value r, which lies in the
same interval, i.e, the interval (t,-, i‘M]I To minimize the
mean squared error, the reconstructed value preferably cor-
responds to the mean of those coefiicient values falling
within the interval. However, the reconstructed value can be
assigned other values with the interval, such as a value at the
center of the interval for purposes of simplicity.

According to one embodiment, the threshold of smallest
magnitude is referred to as the "clipping threshold". Thus,
the transformed coefficicnts whose magnitudes fall below
the clipping threshold level can be detected and designated
as insignificant coelficients. As described below and as
shown in FIG. 7, these insignificant cocliicients will be set
to zero in the resulting rcctinstructed image. In contrast, the
transformed coefiicients whose magnitudes are greater than
or equal to the clipping threshold can be detected, designated
as significant coefficients, and further quantized.

The error resilient method and apparatus for compressing
data can also initially establish the clipping threshold level
to ensure that a predetermined percentage of the translonned
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coellicients are designated as insignificant coeflicicnts.
According to one embodiment as shown in block 50 of FIG.
4, a target clipping ratio, such as 50:], is set by the user or
is ii)-zed for the application. The clipping ratio defines the
ratio of the number of insignificant coellicients to the
number of sigrtiiicant coellicients. As described hereinafter
and as shown in block 32 o|' FIG. 2, the method and
apparatus of the present invention can then set the clipping
threshold to the smallest threshold for which the resulting
clipping ratio equals or exceeds the target clipping ratio. As
known to those skilled in the art, a higher cornpression ratio
can be obtained by higher clipping ratios. However, the
amount of distortion in the reconstructed image also
increases with an increase in the clipping ratio.

As also known to those skilled "in the art, the statistics of
the transform eoeflicicnts may be collected in a global
coefficient histogram as shown in block 31 of FIG. 2. In
particular, the histogram includes a plurality of bins which
represent the number of occurrences of one or more asso-
ciated coclticicnt values as shown in FIG. 5B. The coelli—

cicnt statistics and the target clipping ratio are together used
to determine the clipping threshold as shown in block 32 of
FIG. 2 and, in more detail, in FIG. 4. In particular, the
clipping threshold is initialized, such as to l, as shown in
block 52. By summing appropriate bins of the histogram
which represent coefficient values that are less than the
clipping threshold as shown in block 54, the count of
insignificant coellicients which are less than the clipping
threshold is determined and the resulting clipping ratio is
computed as shown in block 58. Acomparison of the actual
and target clipping ratios can then be made as shown in
block 60. If the actual clipping ratio is less than the target
clipping ratio, the clipping threshold can be incremented as
shown in block 62 and the above—described process can be
repeated. II‘ the actual ratio equals or exceeds the target
clipping ratio, however, the appropriate clipping threshold
has been determined.

Once the clipping threshold is determined, the significant
cocfiicicnts which equal or exceed the Clipping threshold are
Separated from the insignificant coeflicicnts as shown in
block 33, and are quantized as known to those skilled in the
art and as shown in block 34. Because the coellicient

distribution is typically sharply peaked at zero as indicated
in the stylized distribution of FIG. 5A, the insignificant
coefficients (which will be reconstructed as zeros) are
numerous and can be encoded very efficiently. In one
preferred embodiment, the insignificant cocflicicnts are
encoded by a combination of run length coding, as shown in
block 36, and entropy coding, as shown in block 37. Note
that encoding the insignificant cocflicients by run lengths is
equivalent to encoding the relative positions of the signifi-
cant coeflicients.

Because the insignificant coeilicicnls can be encoded very
cfilciently, it is advantageous to construct the quantization
interval which is centered about the origin and which is
bounded by plus or minus- the clipping threshold larger than
the nominal quantization interval. In one preferred
embodiment, the nominal quantization interval is set equal
to the clipping threshold. As a result. the nominal quantiza-
tion intcrval is equal to ball" the size of the quantization
interval centered about the origin. For purposes of
illustration, a wider quantization interval centered about the
origin is indicated in the quantized ooellicienl histogram
depicted in FIG. 5B.

Typically, a uniform quantizcr is used such that all quan-
tization intervals (other than the quantization interval cen-
tered at the origin) are set equal to the nominal quantization
interval, thereby minimizing mean squared error. However,
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